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Consider a simple random sample of k units which is selected either
v/ith rephcement or if without replacement from a population "rela
tively larg; enough to let the sample be treated as with replacement
and no loss of generality. Each sample unit will be observed for
two characteristics {x, y) where j is the main characteristic of interest
and it is a correlated supplementary characteristic. Let

t-=i

be the two conventional biased estimates of the population ratio

Hartley,^ Pascul,® Murty and Nanjamma® considered an "almost"
unbiased estimate

- '' (3)k-\ k-\

and investigated its efficiency in relation to /•. In this paper, the same
efficiency is investigated more explicitly and to different degrees of
approximation considering that the unbiasedness of /•* is truetoa second
degree of approximation in terms of what are known as moment
coefficients. At the' same time an alternate estimator will be introduced

in order to provide a completely unbiased estimate under certain
special cases of frequent occurrence.

The necessary and sufficient condition for r* to be more efficient
than r is given by

Var (r*) — Var (/•) < 0.

Writing
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this condition can be simplified as

(2/c - 1) (77 2+ 0-2 - Ik Cov (7-, fj < 0 • (5)

The author has elsewhere'' expressed 6~ ^ and a-^ in the following
manner:

a; ^ £(j> - 2X1^ i? (p) +Cov (i ,

- (\ ,y ~ Qx\

and

E{y- + Cov

; •- Cov^ (

In terms of "moment coefficients" C,^ defined as

Xx-X)'{y-Yy
C.,=E'-

X'Y'

(6)

with order {?• + s), r* is an unbiased estimate when expectations are
taken up to and including second-order moment coefficients. For
this reason it may be useful to investigate what the condition (5) will
mean when the variance and covariance terms are expressed upto
and including fourth-order moment coefficients. As far the variances
at (6) are concerned, the following approximations can be derived
from*^' under the assumption

x-X
< 1

C7T'' =^ +iS - IpVB) C,o - (1 - p

- Q' p (Ci2 - 2C,i+C3o) - ^3 {(^22 - 2Cs,+ CJ

+ (k - 1) - 6pVP + 3)}

• (7)

(8)
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and

= Xe' (1 + jS - 2pV^) Qo - (1 - /, vpy

- [2 (Q, - 2C,i + C30) - 3 (C,, - .2C3X+ Qo)]

(9)

where ^ = C02/C20 and p is the product moment coefficient corre
lation between ;c and y given by = C^^/CaoCoa.

The covariance term in (5) will be now evaluated to the same degree
of approximation by using assumption (7).

Cov (/•, 0=12^ Cov (r, ri) =Cov (r, r),

Writing

5. x-X , . y-Y
ox = —^ and Sv = — ,

= e=={l + (Cao - Cn) - (C30 - CJ + ... }
X {1 + (C 2Q —C'lj) —(C'30 —C'a]) -f- . . . }.

Under assumption (4) where C„' is a moment coefficient with order
(/• + j) defined like C„ with" (x, y) (i.e.),

^ , _ E(x-xy(y - fy
Z'F

Retaining moment coefficients up to and including those of the fourth-
order in the expansion and expressing C„' in terms of C„ —j, we have

?2' {l +(ci, - c„) (i + - (C., - C„J (1
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I Hr 3 1) (^20^ ^3^20) ^31

+ k
Similarly under assumption (7), _

-a-i) ; .
= Q^E [(1 + Sy + 8:^ + 8ySy) {1 - (3X- + Sxj ^

. ; + .(S;c=+ SxSx + Sa;^) - (8x^ + 8x8x^ + Sx^S.v+Sx')

+ (Sjc«+Sx3S;c.+ Sjc2Sx2+Sx8x®+S;cO:..}] (H)

In order to get an approximation in terms of moment coefficients
up to the fourth order we only need to consider the expectations of
products in 8—s up to the fourth order. While a product involving
(x, v) or {x,y) alone directly gives expectations in terms of. Cr/ or
C,s (where C,/ can be as usual expressed in terms of C,s —j), we may
proceed in the following manner to obtain expectation of product
involving both (x, y) and (jc, jj'):

; . jE(sjsj)). :

^02

+(C40 - C3l){

j+i"

- k • •

EiBx^x)

=i +Sxt 2]. Sa:,' +Sx^ ^ 8^1
.. '.j+i , i+i

, , +8x^2 2^ S;^. +Sx, 2]
•'j+i • i+i.i • • •

^30
~ k^ •

. . E{By,SxSy)

1 8x\8yi^ +8^4 2] (Sj,8a;..) 2^ 83^1
•j+i i+i

(10)
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+ 2] 8X, + 2]
J+ ,+l.i

, Cm
~ •

E{^x^hx^)

=i £(^W + 8^/ + 8;c,
/+i i+i

+8:V,3 2] + 2]
' J+i y4=l.i

= p{C40 + (^-l)C20='}.

In so far as fourth-order terms are concerned it can be shown

similarly,

E(hx^ymy) = i {C,, + (k - I) (SySx'Sy) =

E(8ySy8x^)

= p {C22 + (^ - 1) C02C20 + 2(k-I) C„2}; £(S;c»8x)

C40
~ k - .

Ei8x^8x)

= p {C40 + 3(A: - 1) ; E(SxSySx') = £(8;;8i3)

= p{C3i + 3(^-l)C,oCu}

-£•(8^^8x87) =1 {C31 +(^ - 1) CaoQi} =£'(S;c28;vSj)}

EiSx'SySx) =E(SySx') =^\
Inserting these expressions into the fourth-order expansion of

(11) and subtracting therefrom the approximated product of expecta
tions as given at (10), Cov (r, r) can be written to the fourth order of
approximation in moment coefficients ^s
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Cov (/•, F)

= Q'

X

X

(Cia — 2Ga, + ^

(C„ - 2C.,+CJ+C„' {(i - i) (1 - pv«)'
(12)

Substituting from fS), (9) and (12) in (5), the condition can now
be written in terms of moment coefiicient as

Defining

and

{Jc-iy
{lk{C,,-2C^, + C^,) + {lk + 2)

X (C40 2C3] + C22)}

• {- (4vt -3)fi-i7k- 6)

+ (llA:-9)(2pViS-1)}< 0.

f'2=j^^CoY{xMy-Qx)'}
it can be shown that

C12 2C2] ~1~ C*3o =

and

C40 ~ 2C31 + C22 =/i2 ~ 2/ij + C20® (1 + ^ —2p Vft-
Using-these relations (13) can be simplified as

{2(k + 3) - ilk + 3) f.2}

+ Cao''(^^^^ + + 0) < 0

(13)

(14)



where

and
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a=-2{il-pV^y + ni-p^}<0
6 = 10{(I -pVP)' + ^i^-p')} +

c=-6(l-pV^r-

1

25

(15)

fj-i and fi2 are likely to be small positive constants of a negligible
order in most of the cases where a ratio estimate will be usually con
sidered. Between the two is likely to be of a higher order and if we
assume as at least twice in any- case, the first term in (14) can be
seen as negative so that the condition can be generally reduced as

ak^ + bk+ c<0. . (16)

Since the coefficient a is always negative, this will mean that the
sample size k should be outside (/cq, k^) which are the roots of the.qua
dratic if the unbiased ratio estimate /•* is to be more efficient than the
conventional ratio estimate f. For the usual values of p and
that we normally come across the lower root seems to be very near
the zero value or negative so that the higher root should be considered
as the lower limit for k. From the values of that higher root tabulated
below for a range of (p, •\/^) combinations that we normally come
across, it is seen that the condition is almost invariably satisfied since
the samples are always at least that large. It may be thus concluded
that to the degree of approximation considered and under situations
when a ratio estimate is normally considered, the unbiased estimate
generally turns out to be more efficient than the conventional biased
ratio estimate.

Integral Part in the Higher Root k^, of the. Quadratic
ak^ + bk + c = 0

0-5
P

0-7 0-9

0-7 3 4 9

1-0 2 1 1

1-5 1 0 0
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Substituting in (4) the expressions for Var (?) Var (r) and Coy (r, f)
and after simplification to the fourth degree of approximation
it can be shown that

Var (/•*)

= '̂c2o(l+j8-2pVj8)
Cof20

— 2/^2 + (k-\)

X {2 {2>k -2){\-p V)S)2+ (1 -p^)} (17)

, Alternate unbiased ratio, estimate.—We shall now., consider the
case when the regression of y on x is linear and y has a constant variance
for any given .x; the regression, however: does not necessarily pass
through origin (f.e.) the regression coefficient B is not necessarily equal
to Q. In this case the expected values of the two conventional ratio
estimates r and /" including expressions for bias can be written as (4),

. E(?) =Q+(Q-B)(^S-l) (18)
and

£(/=) =e+ (<2-5)(|-i) (19)

when Z,,.' and X,,' are the harmonic means of x and

Multiplying both sides of (18) by (Z/Z„ —1), both sides of (19) by
(Z/Z/— 1) and subtVacling the latter from the former, we shall have

'(tJlllMJ)' = e (20)

Assuming knowledge of A" (which may not be always available) we

shall define an estimate P taking the clue from (20) as

(21)
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where x and jc„ are the usual arithmetic and harmonic means from .a
simple random sample of k observations. We shall show that this
is a completely unbiased estimate of Q. According to our assumption
of linear regression of j' on x

E{y\x) = {Y -BX) + Bx ,

so that . x

. (22)

and

''

Similarly

-E" l.j' I^—BX) + Ex

so that

E(J-\ x) =^-^^ (23)

ECr)==EECr\x)

+5

We shall obtain the variance of r by using the approach

Var ^P) = E [var (.r) \x\ V{E{r\x)] (24;

Since E {r \ x) = Q, the second expression in the above formula
will be zero. Writing

Kr; I + v' V(r\X) - 2iv Coy (f, P\x)_ r,y ^ '
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From (23), we have

r-ECr\x)=\{(y-Y)-Bix-X)}.
Again according to the basic assumption

£ [{(J - ?) - 5

so that

V(r\x) = E[{?~ECr\x)Y\x]

=^^E[{y-Y)-B{x-X)Y\x]
1

x'' k

On the other hand from (22) we have

so that

K; =
and

whe;:e is the harmonic average of x^ in the sample.

Cov {(/•, r)U}

1 1
X

(26)

(27)

=lL&r&. ™
assuming sampling with replacement or individual sample values as
independent, . - .
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Substituting in (25) from (26), (27) and (28) we hava

29

Vir\x) ^ 1 fl _ iVvw,. (
\x xj

(29)

we may now notice that

1 1 i /" 1 _
k\Li X,' x,^)M'

= (sample mean square of 1fx)

k — \ 1
C 2 2— ^ >^1/1 —

where Cj/^^ is the sample relative variance of 1/x.

Using (30), (29) can be rewritten as

F(ri,)=5e,i:n-(£^c„.'
kX' \ (x~ X,)'

so that from (24) we can get

(30)

(31;

^0-) = S
kx^ L l(x-XJ2

(32)

whereas a sample estimate of (32) can be computed from (31) wit]
replaced by its sample estimate

sy' =(k^) J] ~ -bdx- x)Y.
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